Dear Families,

As the school year comes to a close, our minds and hearts are filled to the brim. It’s been a great year! What a school!

Together we’ve learned much and shared experiences that will long remain with us in the years to come. The strength of our community and wholehearted passion to make our school a wonderful place of learning for our children primarily but for all of us makes SS Peter & Paul truly a special place.

Special thanks to all of you who have contributed in ways small, large and unimaginable! Thanks for getting your kids to school on time each day, for kind notes of encouragement that mean so much, for making sure homework gets done... and turned in. Thank you for providing rich and engaging, well-rounded experiences for your children and knowing that education is about joy, wonder and fostering curiosity, along with the development of social skills so needed to succeed. For these, and a million other things, we are truly grateful.

To those of you who are leaving us for new places and adventures, we wish you all the best. Congratulations to our very capable 6th graders who are onto a new stage in their academic careers! Until then, enjoy a restful and replenishing summer with your families!

Most sincerely,
Barbara Pepoli
Loving Gaze
General Manager
TOGETHER WE GROW!

Our schools SS Peter and Paul and St John Nursery and Primary Schools are known for their unique method of Education. Our approach is to educate every child to total reality. Our method of education encourages our pupils to the profound meaning of things and the relationship that exist between things.

The need to collaborate with the parents cannot be over emphasized since the task of educating the child is not one sided. Our children’s families are active participants in this task of building the future and we value each other’s contribution.

Our school also considers the individual talents and capabilities, we help each child to attain this through different activities: Football, Catechism, Volleyball, Music, Creative Writing, Art & Craft and Drama. Our schools are always keen to bring the best out of our children. In the Yearbook 2018 we bring back some best memories of the annual inter-house sports, Health Talk (Oral health Investigation), Excursions, Clean Environment campaign and Hygiene.

Adeyanju Dayo
Head Teacher
SS Peter & Paul School

Salami Ayobami
Head Teacher
St John School

WITH OUR WORDS WE CREATE THE WORLD

Language has a basic function of communication, whether with oneself or, perhaps more importantly, with others. The use of language is a social act, whether that involves listening and communicating with oneself, communicating information, an idea, or an opinion to others, or responding to the ideas, opinions or information of others. This interactive context and function of language is of immense significance both in learning and in language learning, and particularly so in the early years.

Language teaching has a number of dimensions, which include the development of oral expression, written skills, literature, and creativity. All are part of the language curriculum in our schools. Our aim in primary schools is to encourage and assist pupils to use language fluently and freely and to express their ideas clearly. We teach children to read both for information and for pleasure. Teaching English we are also providing our children with a universal human language in the sense of a system for making and communicating meaning in art, music, literature and drama. This is why we have introduced the reading classes and we have promoted a multidisciplinary approach to the development of our children’s literacy.

Josephine Oyamhielen
English Teacher
A WORLD OF STORIES TO READ AND ENJOY!

Children enjoy listening to stories. Story Reading creates an atmosphere that allows pupils to have a free expression of their minds and share their experiences to one another.

In this academic year (2017/2018), Primary One (1) worked on the story titled "The Palace" while Primary Two (2) worked on "The Daisy" - the story of a beautiful flower. The pupils were able to develop the sense of what it means to have freedom of movement and to appreciate beauty. And also, primary three (3) class worked on "The Nightingale" - the story of a little song bird. The story of Nightingale helped the pupils to realise that there is something great that is so unique in them which nobody else has. More so, Primary Four (4) pupils worked on "The Wild Swans". The story of Princess Eliza and her eleven brothers. This story made the pupils to develop a deep sense of love. Consequently, Primary Five (5) pupils worked on "The Emperor's New Clothes". In addition, Primary Six pupils worked on "The Wizard of Oz". The pupils were able to discover that working together is the best way to achieve purpose or a dream. And also, they realised that believing in themselves will help them to discover, solve problems and achieve their desired goals in life.

Mr. Godwin Azubue
the little brown toger
I threw the bird and the
bird fly a way.

The happy girls
School them a rich family. He let
many clothes and shoes. They live
is handsome and rich.

THE SCARECROW

'Where have you been?'
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Science is an integral part of our everyday life. But why is science so important to us and the way in which we live?

Without science, we would be missing out on a multitude of different inventions and knowledge that have helped us to progress in life and learn about our world. You have probably questioned many things, by asking "why" or "how" or "what". Asking why things happen, how they work, what makes them behave in a certain way is all part of science. Science is about asking questions and finding out the answers through study, testing and trial and error. The methodology used by our teachers is to teach scientific concepts and help pupils understand common topics in the scientific world is pupils centered approach. This approach has made teachers and pupils play an equal active role in the learning process. The pupils centered approach includes watching videos which trigger the pupils to ask various kinds of questions.

Why is Mathematics Important?

Mathematics is the language of quantification. It was invented to solve problems and without mathematics, we would ultimately have no nice way of understanding or analysing the relationships between quantities we observe and measure.

The first step in learning mathematics in our schools is for every child to have a good understanding of numbers (ability to recognize, count, write, colour and associate numbers) and the methods used in achieving these are the use of flash cards, showing lessons on audio-visual platforms, use of objects like stones, cups and balls and more. Verbalized thinking is another approach; this is the process of having individual pupils showing step-by-step on how they got answers to questions. This approach is helping pupils to recognize the strategies they are using and potentially apply them to other areas of learning. Learning the multiplication tables is highly encouraged in the lower primary classes.

Opunderu Sunday O.
Mathematics & Science Teacher
LET’S CREATE A WORLD OF BEAUTY

Art is the study and creation of things in forms, texture, lines and colours which gives pleasure to the mind and satisfies our sense of beauty.

It is seen as a way to develop skills in the use of art materials through experimentation, manipulation and practice. A good art research will encourage child’s individual growth and allow for free development of each pupil’s power of observation and imagination.

We live in a world that is full of art. In fact, art touches our lives everyday: the houses we live in, the utensils we use, the clothes we wear are objects of art.

Mr. John Sun
Creative Art Teacher
ON STAGE
WE ROCK!

Music is the heart beat of the world.

Music enables our children to express their emotions freely, either through singing or drama. Also, it is a medium for harnessing the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains of learning of a child. This year our students brought on stage “The Wizard of Oz”, but representing this story they also had the chance to bring their own talents, passion and joy to the stage in front of their fellow friends and families.

Mr Jolly Odibo
Music Teacher
SPORT FOR ALL!

When pupils are physically fit, they will achieve more academically.

Sports develop a sense of friendliness among the pupils and develop their team spirit. It helps pupils to develop mental and physical fitness. In our schools our students practice volleyball, football, javelin, shot put, tug of war and long jump.

We take sports to be all-inclusive. No pupil is in anyway excluded and we encourage all of them build team spirit and compete fairly.

Mr Badmus Olumide
Sport Teacher
LET’S DISCOVER DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

Primary 4 students of SS Peter & Paul School enjoyed a full day at Vodacom Nigeria offices in Lagos.

A day full of excitement, learning and experience first hand what how digital technologies and the internet of the future are going to change their daily life. They saw how small robots can be programmed and controlled remotely to automate and simply manufacturing, security and transport tasks.

They had the chance to “pilot” a small drone and understand how they are already employed. We are grateful to Vodacom team who dedicated a few hours to our pupils, allowing them to experience first hand how the digital world is unfolding and changing our lives.

We did things like flying a drone and controlling robots which was called Edison robot. They showed us a satellite dish called VSAT which means “Very Small Aperture Terminal” and a television satellite dish. It was fun because we were allowed to play with the materials.

David Chidi
Primary 4A

They taught us about robots and quad copter (drone). I never knew that robots can also think and act on their own. I learnt how to control a robot and a drone. I also learnt other uses of a drone such as taking pictures, entertainment, security and games.

Ebubu Chife
Primary 4B

What surprised me most was that robots can respond to actions like clapping, talking and robots can also avoid obstacles. I also learnt that robots can help in doing house chores.

Joseph Mercy
Primary 4A
The importance of dental hygiene and oral health routing is underestimated; too often we see our schools’ children suffering because of lack of dental care.

The sooner we can inspire kids to take care of their mouths—and make it engaging and fun—the better their oral health will be in the long-term. The key is to teach good oral care habits in a fun and engaging way so that the lessons become unforgettable.

Dr. Alessandra Del Governatore, an Italian dentist with over 20 years of experience, visited our schools as a volunteer. She visited all our children and gave some tips and advice to keep our teeth healthy.

The dentist said it is good to drink milk so as to make our teeth strong. I checked my toothpaste because the dentist said that we should check our toothpaste if it had fluoride in it. I like the dental talk.

Chika Ewulum
Primary 3B

My name is EJEMBI VERONICA. I want to tell you about my teeth. On the 5th of March was our dental health care day in my school. They came to check our teeth. I was afraid that they were going to remove my teeth but they did not. They told us some things on how to brush our teeth the kind of brush we are to use to brush our teeth. They taught us to brush our teeth twice daily and also not to eat sugary things like sweet, chocolate and chew gum and they also examine our teeth. The dentist said my teeth are fine I should keep brushing it the right way.

Ejembi Veronica
Primary 3
SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS:
MRS OKAFOR CHIOMA
AND MISS. DIVINE EIKE

Sitting left to right roll 1:
Nwafor-Williams Emilia, Orji Michael,
Taiwo Oluwafunmilayo, Omoni Oluwabamise,
Iwegbu Emmanuella, Balogun Joel,
Ezeonyejiaku Chidera, Omotoyinbo Jude,
Egbuji Ojorane, Ugonwa Golibe,
Daniels David.

Sitting left to right roll 2:
Amavu Jeremy, Onuko Munachi,
Johnson Zainab, Osawemen Anthony,
Ogunwa Obuchinemerem, Ukozor Somkenechukwu, Ukome Daniel.

SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

CRECHE
CARE TAKER:
MISS ESTHER EZEKIEL

Sitting left to right:
Ogunwa Kanyikenechukwu, Ogangwu Helena, Odibo Joy.
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SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL
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SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

NURSERY ONE TEACHERS: MISS PATIENCE O. BASSEY AND MISS VERA UDOMA

Sitting left to right roll 1: Chinwendu Cakunshochukwu, Aghaizu Ekene, Okorodudu Chibochi, Yinka Joseph Sunday, Ijuw Tamaratibli, Tokelope Israel, Ogberehobola Muminat, Oganpeju Clare, Akinmosi Victoria, Nwanaso Chisom, Oluwanishola Muminat, Ogangwu Clare, Akinniyi Victoria, Nwankwo Chisom, Okafor Promise, Williams Gregory, Williams Gerard.

Sitting left to right roll 2: Hanwa Musa, Osawemen Judith, Ezena Momoh, Onyechibah Esibede, Amavu Dina, Ijiako Gbemilu, Akhilemon Chinedu, Eke Destiny, Onyema Emmanuel, Okeike Divine, Aghentosan Noah, Osawemen Helen, Fyymu Fumilochin.
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SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

NURSERY TWO TEACHERS: MRS. AGNES ODIBO AND MISS REBECCA NYONG

Sitting left to right roll 1: Ebeule Donatella, Egbuji Pearl, Akhilemon Darin, Esetugbe Bryan, Adeyemo Adetomiwa, Nurudeen Wasilat, Shode Adeosun, Akra Regina.

Sitting left to right roll 2: Adamu Sean, Daniels Blossom, Oguntolu Adetayo, Joseph Kimberly, Iwuh Chiasokam, Osawemen David, Bodun Emmanuel, Ekeke Daniel, Uwajieh Maxwell, Madu Chikamso, Osowemere Tchukwu, Onyebuchi Caisem.
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SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

PRIMARY 1 TEACHER: MRS. ODUTAYO COMFORT
VOLUNTEER: MISS CHIDINMA DIKE


Standing left to right: Diaz Joseph, Ezeobiora Akaraka, Orji Johnson, Akhilomen Diza, Onwu Chima, Amaka Orchechi, Iwegha Oyemjili, Akhilomen Diza, Emmanuel Ziva, Clement Henrieta, Igwe Marcus, Amadi Onyechi.

SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

PRIMARY 2A TEACHER: MRS. JUDITH ONYEMA

Sitting left to right: Lokossu Casper, Iwuh Onyedikachim, Ubajekwe Chinenye, Fayemi Fehintoluwa, Ukozor Annette, Chukwuemeka Chimbisonma, Esonoeyiaka Chinonyelum, Ebaher Ogunwa, Jabor Patrick Daniel, Chinwendu Soromtochukwu.

Standing left to right: Amosu Toluwalase, Nwokoye Chinedu, Elumah Osadebe, Benjamin Fortune, Ezeume Jerahmeel.
SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

PRIMARY 2B TEACHER: MRS. ABIOLA AKINTUNDE

Sitting left to right:
Nwankwo Chidinma, Okofo Precious, Adeoye Deborah, Taiwo Oluwasamiliare, Ogbodo Emmanuel Chibueze, Akinbisade Ifiye, Andrew Onyebechi Emmanuel, Adeniyi Ayomiposi, Ebong Victoria.

Standing left to right:
Raphael Derrick, Ebewele Treasure, Oluwanishola Mistura, Nwafor Chioma, Osale Joshua.

SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

PRIMARY 3A TEACHER: MRS. OYAMHIEN JOSEPHINE

Sitting left to right:
Obinna Wisdom, Anonyai Chekwubechukwu, Akinbisade Ifiye, Adeniyi Ayomiposi, Ogbodo Emmanuel Chibueze, Okolie Victory, Attah Ogweye, Oluwasamiliare Chidinma, Ogbodo Grace, Ekene Michael, Eze Chimkwesiri, Mulbah Ishmael.

Standing left to right:
Ebewele Treasure, Onuko Ezekiel, Onyegbula Obioha, Emmanuel Gift, Oduke Chidinma, Emmanuel Nwokhe, Okorie Chibueze.
SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

PRIMARY 3B TEACHER: MR. ODIBO JOLLY

Sitting left to right:

Standing left to right:
Nwafor Chinaza, Rasaaq Folashade, Nwabuaka – Olu Sandra, Ayodele Jane, Chukwumeze Destiny, Ukome Michael, Nnabejuchukwu Emmanuel, Chinwendu Mmesomachukwu, Aluko Doris, Ailemen Sarah.

SS PETER & PAUL SCHOOL

PRIMARY 4A TEACHER: MR. GODWIN AZUBULE

Sitting left to right:

Standing left to right:
PRIMARY 4B TEACHER: MISS OLUWAKEMI IWALEHIN

Sitting left to right:

Standing left to right:
Uche Sarah, Amato Grace, Babajide Adura, Michael Francisca, Okoli Daniel.

PRIMARY 5A TEACHER: MR. BAYO OLAORE

Sitting left to right:
Lawal Faruk, Oglekwu Timothy, Omoware Alimat, Enyiya John Chima, Orji Ochukwuaka, Omotayo Inbo Ilija, Chikeoke Gabriella, Emmanuel Chiaram, Williams Oshikome, Akpan minha.

Standing left to right:
PRIMARY 5B TEACHER: MR. SUNDAY OGUNDERU

Sitting left to right:

Standing left to right:
Umarekeh Egbefumere, Elegushi Nogeem, Amako Augustine, Adeniyi Ayomide, Otutu Saviour, Nweke Emmanuel, Ebulukwe Frederick, Daniels William.

PRIMARY 6 TEACHERS: MR. CLEMENT OKOYE AND MR. JUDE EHIEMERE

Sitting left to right roll 1:

Sitting left to right roll 2:
Houenoude Odil, Muritala Joshua, Okelezi Olaide, Ebe Chiamaka, Anonyai Ositadinma, Kayode Helen, Oyebola Anthony.

Standing left to right:
Anyanwu Adaeze, Ewulum Goodluck, Adikwu Damian, Egbon Catherine, Michael Philip, Ailaofu Peter, Oyebola Anthony.
ST JOHN SCHOOL

NURSERY 2A TEACHER:
MRS. OLASUPO MUJIDAT
ASSISTANT TEACHER:
MS. EZIKIEL NIFEMI

Standing left to right:
Esehyi Success, Jacob Oluwakemi Ruth, Ade Aminat, Adebisi Ismail, Awuwu Abdulwasiu, Abudalhaseem Adegbe, Dali Rashidat and Ezekwenna Chincherem.

Sitting left to right:
Zosu Anita, Olowojoyin Alaminat, Nurudeen Alhassan Motunrayo, Adeyemo Christian, Okarutu Imisioluwa, Jimoh Oluwatobi, Oyinloye Joana, Theophilus Ojikinge and Oke Onyebuchi.

NURSERY 2B TEACHER:
MS. JOSEPH MERCY
ASSISTANT TEACHER:
MS. KUHODE ANGELA

Standing left to right:

Sitting left to right:
ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 1A TEACHER: MRS. OSAMEDE JOA


Sitting left to right: Tayo Inioluwa Enoch, Hoyeton Clement, Adeboyi Samuel, Kunnu Benadit, Ligali Joshua Timplhin, Iyanya Pius Gift, Amola Quoyum, Adeoyi Emmaunuel, Shonimana Oluwadamilare and Wussa Flavien.

ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 1B TEACHER: MRS. OGUNDAIRO SIDIKAT

ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 2A TEACHER:
ALIRI STANLEY

Standing left to right:

Sitting left to right:
Ligali Ramotu Tobolda, Adeyemi Stephen, Onah Rhodas, Onye Francis, Oyeola Ayomide Mary, Okie Chiom Mary, Uche Chiuba, Ayodele Irebami and Adeogun Nestor.

ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 2B TEACHER:
MRS. AYODELE OLUWABUNMI

Standing left to right:
Tosinhouin Gloria Suzane, Godwin Grace, Latihan Ogayemi Yusuf, Falade Olaniwoyin James, Zannu Ongebi, Aderinigba Moraazy, Onii Chukwukemobi, Adesanwo Oluwadamilola Oluwabiyin, Olay文字 Optus and Joseph Cecilia.

Sitting left to right:
Afade Leyontin, Emmanuel Erioluwa Elijah, Hunnu Biodun, Adeyemi Solomon Wisdom, Olayaay Esther, Oyewole Ibrahim, Adele Ilia, Apege Friday, Joseph Favour and Aderespriy Temioppe Al-ameen.
ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 3A TEACHER: AROWOLO ZAINAB

Standing left to right:
Abide Jeremi, Ayinde Wajudu, Awugo
Eniola Dorcas, Sosa Simeon, Seanat
Gloria, Shenkomoya Oyinkosola
Yetunde, Ajimoh Kehinde, Dennis
Kehinde, Aduke Angela, Oyew
Chidrimma Emmanuel, Alabi
Fiyiokunbade Samuel, Oluwakwemwa
Miracle Chisimti, Bishiru Adebimusedu
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Ezechimma
Chibizie Samuel, Akelela
Ganie, Atuku Saturday and
Adedokun Oluwagbenga.

Sitting left to right:
Ogunsanya Quayum, Lateef Islamia,
Ayaje Dosa Manace, Isaac Ayomide
Joy, Olawale Michael, Afosii,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimti,
Ezekwenna Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Ezekwenna
Chibuzie Samuel, Akelela
Ganie, Atuku Saturday and
Adedokun Oluwagbenga.

ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 3B TEACHER: OZUE JUDITH

Standing left to right:
Adogun Mawklo Tobi, Bayode James,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
Durotoluwa Peter, Olumo Dominion Ayomide,
Oke David, Oke David, Oke David,
Esheyi Angel, Durotoluwa Peter,
Omotade Emmanah, Miracle Chisimdi, Bashiru Abdulmuiz,
Adedapo Lawal Sajol, Esheyi Angel,
ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 4A TEACHER:
MRS. ODUOCHA GLORIA

Standing left to right:
Abudu Daniel Olabode, Hoyeton
Maghem, Adeolu Iyimode, Akinshelaja Maichali, Ojikutu Mubarak,
Adele Alinu, Adebola Tifan Okokon,
Anujoke Ayeno, Angbani Muneta
Aiyido, Ajupi Tchukwura, Ajap
Angel, Adeyeye Itaide, Wuse Nicola
Nicholas, Abdullahi Aiyat and
Emmanuel Inoludo Dorcas.

Sitting left to right:
Olusegun Deborah, Olanrewaju
Daniel, Akinsho Barrak, Olawoloba
Chukwuemeka Ditto, Awosuau
Patricia Aminde, Oyewosu Obianda
Kamoru, Osibulu Peace, Kasali
Gabriel, Idowu Iremide Lola and
Oke Sadiyon.

ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 4B TEACHER:
MRS. ISIBOR CHRISTIANA O.

Standing left to right:
Ejike Chibueze Samuel, Oladipope
Samuel, Akinsho Olayemi, Samuel
Abdulmuiz Olanikunmi, Oduyemi
Motunrayo Victor, Kunnu Dominick,
Vekuemi Opeosoloko, Ismail Fatiu
Ohunola, Udach Chisom Williams,
Ayidabla Prosper, Menagho Oliva,
Shiilohlehe Ayodeji Rasi, Okekele
Hasan, Ojikutu Rinaat Idowu and
Chiburo Emmanuel.

Sitting left to right:
Ismail Rashidat, Durotoluwa Ayomide
Daniel, Igali Ismail Jelilat, Ojumu Ibin
David Ayomide, Onaolapo Oluwatobi
Mary, Olayinka Danielmeet Oluwaseyi,
Oke Funmilayo, Oluwomu Samo Abdul
Dymlaayi Ayosokewapo.
ST JOHN SCHOOL

PRIMARY 5A TEACHER:
MR. AKINOLA AHMED

Standing left to right:
Hunnu Ando Zanendu, Oke Ifeoma, Ishola Mutiu Adebola, Atale Victoria, Godwin Israel, Zosi Jerome and Jimoh Omotunola Taolika.

Sitting left to right:

PRIMARY 5B TEACHER:
MRS. ADEBAMBO ROSELIN

Standing left to right:

Sitting left to right:
Odugbemi Benjamin Oluwamayowa, Joseph Goodness Omotere, Okarutu Agege Gloria Morlik, Oladosu Usma, Ogundairo Eniola, Adebayo Quadri Ayomide and Odunayo Quinna Eyinjuoluwa.
### SS. Peter & Paul Creche, Nursery & Primary School

**SCHOOL FEES 2018/2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>For new intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition for Nursery Section (per term)</td>
<td>60,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition for Primary Section (per term)</td>
<td>65,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration (first Term Only)</td>
<td>3,500.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagos State Common Entrance Entrance (only Pry 6)</td>
<td>10,000.00</td>
<td>30,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parties and events</td>
<td>- 10,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Uniform (one pair)</td>
<td>- 4,500.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport Uniform</td>
<td>- 3,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Magazine (Third Term Only)</td>
<td>- 1,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development fee</td>
<td>- 2,500.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 1st child
- For new intake

Each subsequent child will have a reduction of 2,000 Naira on Tuition Fees

### School Hours: 07:45 am to 03:30pm

- School Meal: 15,000.00
- A3 School Bus (Lekki Phase I): 55,000.00
- School Bus (Ajah): 65,000.00

*ST JOHN SCHOOL*

**PRIMARY & TEACHER:**

**MRS. AJAYI RUTH**


Sitting left to right: Joseph Sylvester, Isheyi Justina, Agege Ezra Idowu, Zannu Jane, Hoyeton Emmanuel, Sadaten Mercy, Peter Emmanuel and Oludipupo Fatimah Aduni.